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ABSTRACT

DEVELOPMENT OF A MACHINE LEARNING PLATFORM FOR

ANALYSIS OF MITOCHONDRIAL FEATURES IN LIVE-CELL

IMAGES

It is a laborious and error-prone manual process to mark the organelles in 2D and

3D images of living cells and identify the behavioral feedback to stimulations under

measured conditions. This manual process can be simplified by being largely automated

with machine learning techniques. We created a machine learning-based software

platform named MitoML, which extracts sub-cellular structures, specifically

mitochondria, and helps to identify the effects of external factors or changes under

natural conditions. We investigate appropriate machine learning techniques for these

objectives. Image processing and segmentation techniques with neural networks, enable

researchers to carry out experiments with much better accuracy and a larger scale by

automatically segmenting and counting the mitochondria, calculate the energy potentials

based on region brightness. This way, analysis of mitochondria feedback in healthy and

cancer cells under various conditions, such as nanomedicine and different treatment

therapies, can be performed using MitoML. As a result of our work, we proposed a

cascaded neural network architecture that can identify and count mitochondria, quantify

its energy levels in fluorescence and other microscopy images, fast and at a standard

reliable accuracy. Our test results outperformed the classical image processing

algorithms provided in segmentation tools and software for medical image segmentation

which was taken as a base line. Achieved accuracy rates 93.4% and %89.6 according to

Dice and IoU metrics respectively are also better than any other related work

encountered during the research. The proposed method can be improved to cover other

sub-cellular structures relieving the researchers from non-standardized and laborious

manual work which is prone to human error.
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ÖZET

CANLI HÜCRE GÖRÜNTÜLERİNDE MİTOKONDRİ

ÖZNİTELİKLERİNİN ANALİZİ İÇİN MAKİNE ÖĞRENMESİ

PLATFORMU GELİŞTİRİLMESİ

Canlı hücrelerdeki organelleri 2 ve 3 boyutlu görüntülerinde işaretlemek ve

izlenen koşullar altında uyarılara verdikleri davranışsal geri bildirimleri ölçmek

zahmetli ve hataya açık bir manuel işlemdir. Bu manuel süreç, makine öğrenimi

teknikleriyle büyük ölçüde otomatik hale getirilerek basitleştirilebilir. Bu çalışmada,

özellikle mitokondri olmak üzere, hücre altı yapıları belirleyen, doğal koşullar altında

ya da dış faktörlerden kaynaklanan değişikliklerin etkilerini izlemeye yardımcı olan

MitoML adlı makine öğrenimi tabanlı bir yazılım platformu oluşturduk. Bu hedefler

için uygun makine öğrenimi tekniklerini araştırarak alternatif çözümler üzerinde

çalışmalar yaptık. Yapay sinir ağları ile görüntü işleme ve bölütleme teknikleri,

mitokondrileri otomatik olarak bölerek ve sayarak, araştırmacıların büyük ölçekte

deneyler yapmalarını, ölçüm işlemlerini yüksek doğrulukta gerçekleştirmelerini ve

bölge parlaklığına dayalı enerji potansiyellerini hesaplamalarını sağlar. MitoML

kullanılarak, sağlıklı ve kanser hücrelerinde, nano tıp ve farklı tedavi terapileri gibi

çeşitli koşullar altında mitokondri geri bildiriminin analizi gerçekleştirilebilir.

Çalışmamızın bir sonucu olarak, mitokondriyi tanımlayabilen ve sayabilen, floresan ve

diğer mikroskopi görüntülerinde enerji seviyelerini hızlı ve standart güvenilir bir

doğrulukla ölçebilen, kademeli bir sinir ağı mimarisi önerdik. Test sonuçlarımız, temel

alınan tıbbi görüntü segmentasyonu için kullanılan araçlardaki klasik görüntü işleme

algoritmalarından daha iyi performans gösterdi. Ayrıca, Dice ve IoU metriklerine göre

sırasıyla %93,4 ve %89,6 doğruluk oranlarına erişerek, araştırma sırasında karşılaşılan

diğer çalışmaların sonuçlarından daha iyi skorlar da elde etmeyi başardık. Önerilen

yöntem, araştırmacıları, insan hatasına açık, standart güvenilirliği olmayan ve zahmetli

diğer manuel işlemlerden, diğer hücre altı yapılar için de kurtaracak şekilde

geliştirilebilir.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Digital transformation is raging everywhere, researchers devise new ways of

solving problems or finding faster and better ways of doing ordinary tasks. Computer

vision, especially image segmentation and object detection with machine learning (ML)

techniques being used at an increasing rate, have been finding such beneficial novel

approaches in the biomedical and healthcare domain lately. Development in machine

learning algorithms and substantial rise in success rates of segmentation and image

processing via ML results in widespread exposure in automation of tasks especially in

microscopy, pathology, screening and imaging areas of healthcare. We see a highly

increasing number of research on using artificial intelligence (AI) in efforts of making

sense of x-ray, MRI, tissue and cell images. The sub-cellular cosmos is deep and much

more complex than it is commonly thought. Investigation of sub-cellular structures like

mitochondria, nucleus, lysosomes, ribosomes and their status changes, reactions to

different situations take key place in understanding diseases and support to help find

cures.  

There is a lot of research around the world monitoring/testing the reactions of

such sub-cellular structures under certain conditions in labs. Tests are hoped to be

helpful for diagnosis and drug development by researching the reactions of

mitochondria with different interventions like ray, radiation, or chemical substance

exposures. This process produces vast amounts of data, as well as static snapshot

images, recordings of a period during the tests may result in millions if not billions of

image frames. All these images must be processed, marked, regions drawn, labeled, and

analyzed by the researchers. Laboratory works, getting images of the tissues, cells and

sub-cellular structures, grouping, segmenting and identification of desired patterns

require significant effort.

Researchers already utilize various automation tools making use of legacy image

processing techniques, but the benefits of these tools are not enough to process large

batches of images in a short time. There is some software used in such processes which

semi automate the process like image processing tools. There are also some image
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editors which assist in finding contours and drawing the borders. Despite all, the

number of processable images is not remarkably high even with such assisting tools.

Utilization of these tools and techniques still requires trained eyes and experience as

well as too much dedicated time. Moreover, with such tools, the process is still human

dependent and error prone just like any other human task.

 Instead of putting all the workload on lab researchers, software systems making

use of machine learning algorithms may be trained to do the job for the researchers. The

success rate may be even better. Such a system provides reliably standard accuracy rates

independent of the researcher's ability and much higher scalability processing enormous

amounts of data.

 In recent years, as well as other areas, many machine learning applications

have been developed to process microscopic images too. There are even special

machine learning models developed solely for biomedical image segmentation. Most

well-known of them U-Net [1] was first introduced at Freiburg University for

biomedical image segmentation in 2015. It is used in many previous works to provide

automated or semi-automated segmentation in microscopic images.

The aim of this thesis is to devise a platform to assist researchers for

segmentation of sub-cellular structures especially the mitochondria, which are energy

producing double membrane-bound organelles found in most eukaryotic cells. We

propose MitoML to enable researchers to analyze many times more images at a reliable

and standard quality automatically. Despite the recent advancements in image

processing with ML, since the microscopic images are much more indistinguishable and

inter-object contrasts are low with respect to daily life photos, it is not an easy task to

detect and segment the cells and sub-cellular structures is not an easy task. There are

many research on cell segmentation, making use of ML and DL techniques. Moreover,

it is also possible to find some commercial tools that make cell segmentation of

microscopic images at some level of success. However, the sub-cellular organelle

segmentation remains mostly uncharted territory. Mitochondria segmentation, labeling

and energy potential monitoring is far from being common.

Making use of ML in microscopic image processing obviously is not an

authentic or pioneer idea even for mitochondria or sub-cellular structures. However, the

training process of ML models requires large datasets to reach satisfactory achievement
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levels for even the segmentation of objects in daily life photos. For instance, the popular

image training set ImageNet (https://www.image-net.org) is composed of 14 million

hand-annotated images. Places, scene recognition database of MIT

(http://places.csail.mit.edu/index.html) has 2.5 million images in 205 categories.

MNIST data set (Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology database

http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/ ) which contains only writings of 10 digits, contains

more than 60.000 handwritten single digit training images and 10.000 test images. On

the other hand, acquiring tens of thousands of manually segmented images in

microscopy for training is beyond reach.

The U-Net is a popular Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) model used in

biomedical image segmentation known for its success with relatively smaller training

datasets, we researched its abilities in segmentation of mitochondria by using

pre-processing (like AHE & CLAHE) and post-processing (like watershed) methods,

different loss functions and other ML hyper parameters like dropout and learning rate

ratios. We also explored using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to support

finding self-supervised or semi-supervised solutions to cope with small training data

availability. Primary work in this thesis focused on using two cascaded CNNs, both

being U-Net but each employed for a different task, and therefore, configured with

different parameters.

Outline is this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 contains fundamentals, explanation

of terms and terminology used. Chapter 3 presents the literature search and findings of

related work. In Chapter 4, proposed methods and works carried out to solve the

problem are described. An evaluation of the results is presented in chapter 5.

Conclusion and future work are described in Chapter 6 followed by references and

appendix sections.
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CHAPTER 2

FUNDAMENTALS

2.1. Neural Networks

Neural Networks, also called Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) occupy a

significant role in machine learning. They aim to model neuron networks in the

biological brains of humans and animals. A neural network is composed of a set of

connected nodes called artificial neurons. By reflecting the behavior of biological

brains, they are used to recognize patterns and help solve problems in the fields of

machine learning and deep learning [2]. Some categories of neural networks in terms of

training and operating methods can be listed as follows.

Supervised Learning [37]: It is a machine learning approach where models are

trained using labeled or annotated data sets to classify and find patterns in order to learn

to predict the outcomes with unseen similar data. During the training phase data is fed

into the model until the neurons and parameters are adjusted to fit all manual

annotations as a part of the validation process.

Unsupervised (self-supervised) Learning [37]: This learning method uses only

data without any tags or labels by making use of patterns and by building an internal

representation of the domain its exploring. They are generally used in clustering,

classification and dimensionality reduction. These types of algorithms aimed to discover

hidden patterns or data groupings without the need for human help or intervention.

Semi Supervised Learning [40]: It is a concept between supervised and

unsupervised learning. The algorithms make use of a small set of manually annotated

data and a large set of unlabeled data are called semi supervised learning algorithms.

Reinforcement Learning [41]: The main purpose in this learning method is to

maximize the notion of cumulative reward while taking actions in an environment. An

intelligent agent focuses on finding a balance between exploration of uncharted territory

and exploitation of current knowledge by taking different actions each time and learning

to make better choices based on metrics behaving as the reward-penalty system.
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Transfer Learning [41]: Transfer learning is a research problem in machine

learning that focuses on storing knowledge gained while solving one problem and

applying it to a different but related problem like making use of the knowledge gained

while learning to classify cell nucleus in segmentation of mitochondria or other sub

cellular structures.

Contrastive Learning [50]: It is an approach to formulate the task of finding

similar and dissimilar things for a deep learning model. It is mostly utilized in feature

space to facilitate model training and the point features are derived from the backbone

network.

2.2. Neural Network Models

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [3][4][6]: CNNs are a class of

artificial neural networks. CNNs are made of multilayer perceptrons. They are a fully

connected version of feed forward artificial neural networks. Counter-intuitively, most

convolutional neural networks are not invariant to translation, due to the down sampling

operation they apply to the input [15]. CNN based neural network systems are widely

used in medical classification tasks as well as common image processing and

segmentation areas. CNN is an excellent feature extractor, therefore utilizing it to

classify medical images can avoid complicated and expensive feature engineering.

CNNs were established to overcome the problem related to the implementation of

FFNNs (Feed Forward Neural Networks). CNNs can start making use of the input

modality’s two-dimensional spatial limitations while somehow decreasing the quantity

of system parameters in the training phase. Convolution, pooling, and fully connected

layers constitute CNN as three primary layers. These layers are engaged with certain

spatial activities [9][10].
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Figure 1. Building blocks of a CNN. Source [12]

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs): They are a class of neural network

models that enables the output from some nodes to affect subsequent input to the same

nodes recurrently which lets them show temporal dynamic behaviors. They are derived

from Feed Forward Neural Networks and evolved to Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)

based models. This makes them applicable to tasks such as unsegmented, connected

handwriting recognition [16] or speech recognition [17][18].

Region-Based Convolutional Neural Networks (RCNNs) [4]: Region-based

Convolutional Neural Networks are a family of machine learning models for computer

vision and specifically object detection developed by Girshick et al., from UC Berkeley

in 2014 [44].

Feed Forward Neural Networks (FFNNs) [5]: FFNNs and their fully

connected forms, multilayer perceptrons, are made up of layers classified as input,

hidden and output layers. Models consist of one input and one output layer and there

may be none to many hidden layers. Layer sizes and connection between nodes may

vary. Data is fed from input to output making classification on the output processing the

input via nodes and weights.

Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) [8]: Deep Convolutional

Neural Networks (DCNNs) have recently shown state of the art performance in high

level vision tasks, such as image classification and object detection. This work brings

together methods from DCNNs and probabilistic graphical models for addressing the

task of pixel-level classification (also called "semantic image segmentation").
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Autoencoders (AE): An autoencoder is a type of unsupervised learning neural

network used to learn codings of unlabeled data [19] Autoencoders made up of input,

output layers and symmetric hidden layers between them. They learn the representation

of the input data in an unsupervised approach and stores it in hidden layers.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs): GANs are a class of machine

learning frameworks designed by Ian Goodfellow et al. In 2014 [20]. There are 2 distinct

engine networks that work, one generative and the other discriminative, against each

other. While the generative engine in the model generates data aiming to produce

indifferentiable results from the real, the discriminative engine network gets generated

data and tries to detect if it is real or fake. Although originally proposed as a form of

unsupervised learning, GANs have also proved useful for semi-supervised learning

[21], fully supervised learning [22], and reinforcement learning [23].

Projective Adversarial Network (PAN): Three-dimensional medical image

segmentation has always been a problem to be solved. Khosravan et al. [11] proposed a

new segmentation network PAN to capture 3D semantics in an efficient and

computationally efficient way. PAN integrates high-level 3D information through 2D

projection, without relying on 3D images or enhancing the complexity of segmentation.

Support Vector Machines (SVMs): These are mature algorithms of supervised

learning methods based on statistical learning frameworks, which are also known as

Support Vector Networks. They are mainly used for linear and non-linear classification

and regression analysis, developed by Vladimir Vapnik and Corrinna Cortes [24].

Markov Random Field (MRF): It is a stochastic process in the theory of

probability that first appeared in the early 20th century and became a common tool in

various problems as well as statistical mechanics. It is used in image processing

beginning from date to the early 70s [25].

2.3. Neural Network Hyper Parameters

Neural network success heavily depends on hyper parameter setting. Setting

hyper parameters in training and testing still is a standalone research area [31]. Hyper

parameter definitions and roles, their detailed comprehension is a subject of deep

learning literature. The following definitions are taken from [32][33][42].
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Epoch: Epoch is the number of passes completed in the training process that the

complete training dataset has been processed. One pass of the neural network model on

all the training data set is called one epoch.

Batch Size: It represents the amount of data that will be used in each iteration in

neural network trainings. If batch size is equal to all dataset, it is called batch-mode, if it

is greater than one and less than the whole dataset, it is called mini-batch, and if it is

one, it is called stochastic-mode.

Optimization Algorithm: Optimization Algorithm is the function chosen to be

used in training to find the minimum and the maximum results during iterations. Adam,

RMSProp and (Stochastic Gradient Descent) SGD variations are some of the commonly

used alternatives.

Dropout: It is a technique in neural network training to reduce over fitting

(learning the training data but failing on different data sets) and improve generalization

by random removal of the connections of neurons in layers at a given rate.

Learning Rate: Learning Rate is a sensitive tuning parameter of optimization

algorithms which can be defined as the step size while trying to find the minima in the

function. Untuned learning rate may result in stucking in local minimas when too low or

missing the minima point and wandering around when too high.

Pooling: The function of pooling is to reduce the size of the feature map so that

we have fewer parameters in the network. There are variations like average pooling,

max pooling, S3Pooling etc.

Padding: Number of pixels added to the outer frame of an image when it is

being processed by the kernel of a CNN is called padding. It works by extending the

area of which a CNN processes an image. Adding padding to an image processed by a

CNN allows for a more accurate analysis of images by providing more space for the

filter to cover in the images.

2.4. Evaluation Metrics

Semantic segmentation requires metrics to be evaluated to see how successful

the task is done like every prediction task based on a learned model. There are many

evaluation metrics [34][35].
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Pixel Accuracy: It is probably the most basic conceptual approach. It is the

percentage of pixels in the image classified correctly.

Intersection-Over-Union (IoU): It is one of the most used metrics in semantic

segmentation, also known as the Jaccard Index. It is defined as the area of the

intersection divided by the union area. 

𝐼𝑜𝑈 =   𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 | | 
   𝐴 ∪ 𝐵 | |

Dice Coefficient (Sørensen–Dice coefficient or F1 Score): The Dice

coefficient can be formulated as the area of the intersection of A and B multiplied by 2,

and then divided by the sum of the total area A and B have.

𝐷𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 2 𝑥  𝐴∩𝐵| | 
  𝐴 +| |𝐵| |

2.5. Other Related Terms

Histogram Equalization (HE): It is a common technique in image processing

to increase the contrast by spreading out highly populated values in histogram. Figure 2

shows a sample 8-bit grayscale 8x8 image on the left and its density map in the middle

with its original values, right most shows the equalized values. Equalized histogram

enhances the contrast as seen below:

Figure 2. Histogram equalization of a sample 8-bit grayscale 8x8 image, its pixel values
and the image before and after the equalization [28]
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Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE): It is a contrast improvement

technique in images, using multiple histograms each corresponding to a different section

of the underlying image [28].

Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE): Contrast

Limited AHE (CLAHE) is an enhanced version of the adaptive histogram equalization.

In constant or near constant regions of an image's histogram becomes highly

concentrated. This makes adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) tends to over amplify

the contrast, causing noise to be amplified in these regions. CLAHE aims to solve this

problem of noise amplification by limiting the contrast by regions [28].

Watershed: It is a method used for image segmentation using morphological

operations like opening and dilation. It is based on finding a sure background and

foreground. The remaining unknown area is “flooded” until reaching the known areas.

It is especially useful for detecting touching or overlapping objects [45].

Atlas-based auto segmentation (ABAS): It is a traditional method for organ

contouring. Areas like medical image segmentation where low contrast, fuzzy contours,

similar intensities with adjacent objects of interest etc. It is an approach making use of

an atlas (a reference image) for segmentation [27]. Several factors like the size of the

dataset used to create the atlas, approaches for image registration can affect

segmentation performance.
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CHAPTER 3

RELATED WORK

Our proposed system combines various approaches for pixel-level classification

also known as “semantic image segmentation”, which has been heavily researched in

recent years. There are many research for nucleus and cell segmentation in the medical

image segmentation research area. However, systems developed for sub-cellular

structures and organelles are remarkably less explored. Our cascaded CNN (U-Net)

model with supportive techniques aimed to be used especially for mitochondria

segmentation but suitable for development to be used to identify cells and other cellular

structures with additional training.

There are different approaches and structures that are being used in various

research.

3.1. Classical Machine Learning Methods

Linear Regression, Support vector machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF) and

Markov Random Field (MRF) are among segmentation techniques that have been

studied rigorously in the past decade. We reviewed Support Vector Machines, Random

Forest, Linear Regression, Markov Random Field segmentation and Atlas-based

approaches which were quite popular before modern advances in deep learning

methods.

Although the SVM was invented in the nineteenth century, it is still popular in

data analysis and machine learning areas today. Compared to other regression

algorithms, such as logistic regression and neural network, the SVM provides a cleaner

and sometimes more powerful way for learning complex non-linear functions.

The SVMs are supervised machine learning techniques that make a

non-probabilistic binary classifier by assigning new examples to one class or the other.

More specifically, the kernel support vector machines (SVMs) are a nonlinear classifier
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where the representations are built from pre‐specified filters in contrast to the deep

learning paradigm where the representations are directly learned from data [42].

Random Forests (RFs) are an ensemble learning method used to build predictive

models by combining decisions from a sequence of base models. They use multiple

learning models to obtain better predictions. A random forest model makes use of a

forest of uncorrelated random decision trees to reach the best prediction result. A RF

classifier uses a series of their branch-like classification trees that map the features of a

sample to a class output. Uncorrelated decision trees with random feature combinations

help to reduce the variance in the data to reduce the risk of overfitting.

Linear regression is one of the most common and well-known methods in

machine learning. Although it is a fairly simple framework, it is still a basis for many

other techniques. The model is determined by linear functions and unknown parameters

of those functions estimated from the data in linear regression.

Prior to modern advances in deep learning methods, atlas-based and deformable

model segmentations were also quite popular for medical images. Some atlas-based

segmentation methods have more accurate segmentation results than those from deep

learning-based methods (98.0 % vs. 94.0 % for mandible) [43].

Atlas-based segmentation does not belong to general machine learning

algorithms but is a specific method for segmentation with high performance. In

summary it can be described as follows: An atlas is a mapping A, where n-dimensional

spatial coordinates to labels are L. Atlas can itself be considered as a special type of a

kind of label image. An atlas is usually generated by manual segmentation, which can

be expressed as a mapping, M. For image segmentation of M based on atlas, each point

in an image has a corresponding equivalent in the other [43].

Markov Random Field (MRF) is another segmentation method within the

classical machine learning concepts. MRF is a kind of conditional probability model, a

stochastic process that calculates the probability of a pixel, based on its neighboring

pixels and using the local features of the image. It is a powerful segmentation method

since it connects prior contextual information and provides spatial continuity.
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3.2. Other Related Segmentation Methods

Recent architectures for image segmentation most commonly use CNN to assign

class labels to patches of the image. CNN was first introduced by Lecun et al. [2] and

has become a dominant network architecture in computer vision and image analysis. In

recent years, the supervised framework of machine learning has achieved remarkable

progress with more accurate segmentation outcomes. Especially, deep convolutional

neural networks (DCNNs) have reached the state-of-the-art performance for the

semantic segmentation of images of several types.

Literature search reveals that various neural network architectures are used for

many different organs problems and disease identification, such as lung disease, skin

cancer, brain tumor, liver lesion etc. In addition to early network models like VGG,

ResNet, and Inception versions, Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN), Feed

Forward Neural Networks (FFNNs), Region-Based Convolutional Neural Networks

(RCNNs) and Projective Adversarial Network (PAN) architectures are widely

researched.

Another important segmentation model is Mask Region Based Convolutional

Neural Network (Mask R-CNN). Faster R-CNN is also a popular target detection

framework, and Mask R-CNN extends it to an instance segmentation framework [4].

One of the most researched CNN for image segmentation in medical imaging is

U-Net [1]. It is the most suitable segmentation model for medical image segmentation

because of its ability to simultaneously combine low-level information which is

required to improve accuracy and high-level information to extract complex features.

A typical U-Net architecture [1] is composed of u-shaped encoder and decoder

layers as seen in Figure 3 below. Each blue box corresponds to a multi-channel feature

map. The number of channels is denoted on top of the box. The x-y-size is provided at

the lower left edge of the box. White boxes represent copied feature maps. The arrows

denote the different operations explained in the legend section of the figure
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Figure 3. Encoder and decoder layers of a typical U-Net architecture are shown in the

figure with the arrows representing the processes taken.

U-Net is an architecture for semantic segmentation, composed of an encoding

path and a decoding path. The encoding path follows the typical architecture of a

convolutional network [1]. It consists of the repeated application of two 3×3 unpadded

convolutions, each followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) and a 2×2 max pooling

operation with stride 2 for down-sampling. Every step in the decoding path consists of

an up-sampling of the feature map followed by a 2×2 upconvolution that halves the

number of feature channels, a concatenation with the correspondingly cropped feature

map from the encoding path, and two 3×3 convolutions, each followed by a ReLU. 1×1

convolution is used to map component feature vector to the number of classes required

in output at the final layer. In total the network has 23 convolutional layers [13].

Variations of U-Net are studied in many research including dual models,

cascaded or 3D forms of the original model and so on. On the other hand, cascaded

neural networks are used in many areas such as face detection, image dehazing, protein

identification and object detection. The purpose of using two or more networks

consecutively is usually separating the tasks and optimizing each model to a specific

task. Region proposal and mask generation are some of the many such tasks.
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One of the earliest research on automatic mitochondria segmentation was carried

out in Middle East Technical University (METU) 2012 [46]. This study was for the

detection and segmentation of mitochondria in Electron Microscopy (EM) images. It

was not based on ML or DL but relied on approximate elliptical shape and double

membrane boundary of mitochondria and the results were refined using active contours.

Since the elliptical shape assumption is quite restrictive and double membrane

boundaries cannot be seen in fluorescence microscopy, this study did not contain much

valuable information for our work to inherit.

Another early research in this area was “Segmentation of mitochondria in

electronic microscopy images using algebraic curves” [51]. In this 2013 study, curve

fitting and random forest classifiers were used to segment mitochondria in EM images.

This work stated that it achieved 82.49% Dice value in mouse neuropil cells dataset.

A very similar platform MitoSegNet [47] proposed in 2020. It uses a modified

single U-Net model for the segmentation of mitochondria. Drop out layers removed

from the U-Net model, batch normalization layers added instead. Accuracy comparisons

were with three segmentation methods, namely Gaussian, Hessian, and Laplacian,

ImageJ/Fiji provided. Only the Dice metric was used for evaluation, but two other

morphological accuracy metrics were used as a different approach. According to this

study MitoSegNet outperformed all non-deep learning segmentation methods [47].

A very new study which was published recently contains a deep learning

solution for instance segmentation of mitochondria in EM images [48]. This study

proposed a platform called MitoNet based on the following approach: Mitochondria are

extremely pleomorphic organelles. Automatically annotating each one accurately and

precisely in any 2D or volume EM image is an unsolved computational challenge [48].

This related work experimented with different deep learning models but achieved their

best results with the adopted Panoptic-DeepLab [49] model which is an encoder

decoder model very much like U-Net. One of the most outstanding parts of this study

was that the dataset used for training was made up of approximately 1.5 million images.

Different accuracy rates were achieved for different cell types reaching up to 94% and

90.2% according to Dice and IoU metrics in Fly Brain cells. However, top results in

HeLa cells were 79.1% and 72.8% according to Dice and IoU metrics respectively [49].
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Another study presented in 2021 proposed a contrastive learning based

framework for mitochondria segmentation task in EM images [50]. This framework

used a 3D U-Net with Watershed post processing for backbone segmentation to generate

a mask of regions. They used a contrastive learning block to improve the cross entropy

loss function which penalizes the predicted probability of all pixels without any

distinction [50].

Mitometer [51] study has the most similar problem definition with our research

since it works on fluorescence microscopy images to segment mitochondria in in-vivo

cells. But this study is not based on ML or DL models dissimilarly. Study proposed a

signature algorithm to provide a fast and unbiased segmentation claiming that the DL

based methods are prone to biased results since they are trained with human annotated

images.
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CHAPTER 4

PROPOSED METHOD

Although there are more recent alternative architectures proposed without the

need for post-processing like Region-Based Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN)

[3], we found a cascaded U-Net [1] architecture more plausible since it is heavily used

in medical image segmentation and successful with smaller data sets more importantly.

Our approach is made up of using two cascaded U-Net models, making use of a

signature noise reduction, Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)

and image size manipulation in preprocessing, Watershed in post processing to

conclude. Data augmentation techniques were used to enrich the training data.

Alternative pre-processing and post-processing techniques and various combinations of

the CNN hyper parameters were tried to reach the presented results.

We used the classical segmentation methods in image segmentation as a baseline

to assess the performance of our method in comparison with commonly used publicly

available tools and techniques. Swift algorithm [30] used by OpenCV to find contours is

a long established classical but widely used successful method. However, it is not very

effective segmenting the close-proximity objects touching or overlapping. Cells or

mitochondrial networks may be observed in such situations in their nature. Watershed

algorithm comes in handy in such cases since it is substantially a better bet segmenting

the objects in the image. So, we compared the results of the proposed system to the

results of Suzuki and Watershed combined which yields better results rather than using

either of them alone.

To evaluate the success, we used two metrics Dice and IoU together. Although

both are commonly used to assess the results of object segmentation tasks in image

processing, either may be better depending on the usage case and characteristics of the

images and objects. Use of two evaluation metrics (Dice & IoU) together is preferred

due to the fact that the Dice metric tends to measure a score in close proximity to the

mean and the IoU metric tends to further penalize single instances of bad segmentation

in contrast.
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Although we experimented with many different approaches and techniques until

reaching the proposed method, the architecture that we decided to work with has

following phases and steps:

The training phase was carried out with two different datasets. The first dataset,

in-vivo HeLa cells images, was used to train both U-Net models to provide the best

segmentation results for cell segmentation and tracking. We aimed to construct base

models with cell images since this dataset was bigger, contained annotated silver truth

and ground truth images, and more importantly it was publicly available. To make the

dataset bigger and to provide better generalization, we made use of data augmentation

techniques in this dataset too. All images were pre-processed for noise reduction and

contrast increase.

Second dataset was the mitochondria images and time series videos captured in

IZTECH Nanobiolab. Our trained U-Net models were fine-tuned with this second

dataset to adapt the models for mitochondria segmentation. In this episode of training,

the same data augmentation techniques were used, and the same pre-processing

methods were applied to the original images.

Both training episodes, first with cell images and latter with mitochondria

images, experimented many times with various parameter alternative combinations to

reach better results according to the evaluation metrics.

Each dataset was divided into training, validation and test groups as 20%, 20%

and 60% respectively. Training and validation groups were used to construct model

results. The remaining 60% was used in test phases.

During the test phase, all images were first resized to 512x512 pixels and

pre-processed with the same noise reduction and histogram equalization techniques.

Color images were converted to grayscale before fed into the first U-Net model

responsible for segmenting foreground and background to reveal the regions of interest.

Outputs of the first U-Net were processed by the second U-Net model to detect

mitochondria instances. Watershed algorithm applied to the output to finalize the

segmentation details. The Suzuki algorithm used to draw the borders onto both the

original images. Computed the potential of each region based on brightness of image at

its original form prior to any processing. An information file generated containing the

region count, total region area and potential for each processed image.
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Added value other than segmentation:

Mito ML also provides the number of objects (mitochondria) detected, total size

of mitochondria network and mitochondria potential based on the brightness intensity of

the segmented region.

Time series videos can automatically be split into frames and mitochondria

count, size and potential changes can be tracked.

Signature Noise Reduction algorithm:

Main idea is to neutralize the pixels with values under a threshold value,

assuming those are noise occurred in image capture. Chosen threshold is 1/e (1 over

Euler's number) which is approximately 0.367879. Our study showed that applying this

technique through a clipping window which moves around the whole image provides

remarkably better results compared to applying it to the whole image at once. Our

chosen window size was 32 and step size was 16 in 512x512 pixels. So, the algorithm

steps were like:

Algorithm 1:

Below figure illustrates the moving behavior of Algorithm 1 given above.
Moving window process through the signature noise reduction algorithm. The 32x32
pixel window was moved with 16-pixel steps to the right and then 16 pixels down
iteratively until all the image regions are covered to treat each region adaptively.
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Figure 4. Movement of the chosen size (32x32 pixel) processing window in algorithm 1.

The function called “processWindow” in algorithm1 executes two steps for
given window.

processWindow:

find the brightest pixel (which has the maximum value) in window

reset all pixels with value under ( max_value / e ) to zero

Since the algorithm assumes that the region of interests have bright areas on the

dark background. On a light background and dark region of interest images, all values

were reversed by subtracting 254 from all values and taking absolute values without

sign before processing starts and after it finishes. Since the grayscale images have 0-254

values in each pixel, this operation made black pixels white and vice versa first, after

processing completed reverse operation restored the original image only without

cleansed noise.

This operation itself reduced the noise, increased contrast and sharpened the

edges. It increased the success rate of the detection and segmentation with a small

sacrifice of precision. Except for pre-processing there was a need to enrich the limited

size dataset to be able to do proper training. We overcame this hurdle by data

augmentation and transfer learning. We used HeLa cell images to train our models and

use them as a base for secondary training with a limited number of mitochondria

images.

It is possible to use pretrained U-Net architecture on single cell segmentation by

adapting to new tasks based on a small set of annotated samples [26]. This approach
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proposes that it is possible to train U-Net models with annotated cell images and then

use them for new tasks by fine-tuning with a few annotated images. We tried to test this

approach by training models first using HeLa cell timeseries images and then various

mitochondria networks of single and multiple cell images. Both episodes of training

required the trial of different loss functions to be able to get the best convergence.

There are many different loss function algorithms used in deep learning. A loss

function is responsible for comparing the predicted and targeted output values to tell

how successfully the model fits the data. In the training phase, the aim is to minimize

this loss to achieve the best results in modelling. We tried a set of various loss functions

to assess the effects. At the end, results of combinations from three of them, namely

softmax_cross_entropy, sigmoid_focal_crossentropy and categorical_crossentropy, were

comparable. Detailed results are presented in Chapter 5.

Since the categorical focal loss function tends to provide better predictions

without the need for remarkably high certainty, it was an advantage to be chosen (for

example instead of binary cross-entropy) due to the nature of images with uncertain

forms and locations of the cells. The second loss function we alternatively worked with

was the softmax cross-entropy, since it is generally the primary loss function chosen to

train deep neural networks.

𝐹𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
𝑖=1

𝑖=𝑛

∑ 𝑖 − 𝑝
𝑖( )γ. 𝑝

𝑖( ) 

Binary cross entropy compares each of the predicted classes to the actual class if

it matches, resulting in 0 for false predictions and 1 for the correct ones. It then

calculates the score that penalizes the probabilities based on the distance from the

expected value. The distance here shows how far or close the predicted value is from

the actual value.
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In the training phase of the neural network model, the loss function is tried to be

minimized by modifying the weights in each epoch. The optimizer function reduces the

overall loss calculated by the chosen loss function and improves accuracy by modifying

the attributes of the neural network, like weights and sometimes the learning rate.

Adam, which is presented by Djederik Kingma from OpenAI and Jimmy Ba from the

University of Toronto in their 2015 paper [14] is a popular optimizer function in deep

learning training.

In our research, we used Adam optimizer with the learning rate 0.0001. This

learning rate was chosen after the trials with varying values between 0.00001 and 0.001.

Networks were trained for 100 epochs with a batch size of 16.

Drop out is a powerful tool to prevent over-fitting. We tested different “Drop

Out” rates for different layers of the two U-Net models during hyper parameter tuning.

As the result of these tests, we chose 0.1 value for the selected layers of the first model

but decided to use 0 for the second U-Net model.

As a result of parameter tuning with many variations, a mean accuracy success

rate achieved up to 93.4% and 89.6 according to Dice and IoU metrics, respectively.

These results were calculated based on the manually segmented ground truth

images vs. machine-generated segmentation comparisons. Below image in Figure 5, is

an example of a snapshot from a 3D time series video, original image frame on the left,

and auto-segmented output image on the right. The original image visible on the left is

the mitochondrial networks of a few cells with different potentials. It is fed to the

second U-Net model by masking the ROIs (regions of interest) detected by the first

U-Net. The high potential regions segmented in the output of the second model

(consisting of pixels whose count value is above the threshold value) were determined

by the Watershed algorithm and their borders were drawn. In the rendered image on the

right, it is seen that all high potential regions have been identified and marked within

the red border lines.
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Figure 5. Mitochondrial  networks  of  a  few  in-vivo cells, original form on the left and
MitoML output on the right. Image is a snapshot of 3D video captured in
IZTECH Nanobiolab.

Below images in Figure 6, show an input image with a completely different
structure. Bright background and darker objects with different shapes were not familiar
for the trained model. The model was only able to detect and segment light structures on
darker background initially due to the previous training data. After making some
adjustments and fine tuning, opposite structured images were able to be processed like
above. Original on the left and the segmented on the right

Figure 6. Original on the left, captured as a still tiff image in IZTECH Nanobiolab,
output of our system is on the right.

An example from the HeLa cell images used in initial training is presented
below in Figure 7. Despite its lack of contrast and ambiguous structure and remarkably
close locations of objects of interest, MitoML successfully segmented, marked the
center and drew contours of the cells in most of the cases.
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Figure 7. Original microscopic image on the left and the output of the platform is on the
right. Raw images are gathered from public datasets.

Two MitoML outputs are given below in Figure 8, to demonstrate an
intermediate step achieved in training with HeLa cells. Two snapshots from a time
series video of in-vivo cells, hyper parameter tuning allowed us to determine even the
smallest indentations and track relocations and divisions. On the other hand, this
extreme sensitivity came with the false detection of non-existing objects like the one
seen as number 6 on the right image.

Figure 8. Two frames of an in-vivo HeLa cell video processed by MitoML.

Below code snippet shown in Figure 9, is one version of the first U-Net (the one
used for region proposal) implementation in our code. As well as the static convolution
layers and pooling, up sampling and dropout applications were bound to the parameters.
Optimizer and activation functions, learning rate, loss, input size and neurons of all
layers were tested with different combinations to reach the optimal results.
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Figure 9. U-Net implementation snippet from MitoML source code.
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4.1 Data Collection

The author of this thesis claims no right of the data used and acknowledges that

they do not have any legal claim to this data. Ownership of the data belongs to the

original owners after the completion of this thesis. Dataset used in this work were

gathered from public sources including publicly available live HeLa cell images and the

microscopy images acquired by the researchers in IZTECH Nanobiolab.

During training, validation and test phases basically two data sets are used. The

first one is the HeLa cell images from the cell tracking challenge which publicly

publishes the data set for scientific usage purposes at website

http://celltrackingchallenge.net/datasets. These contain grayscale in-vivo HeLa cell

snapshots taken with Zeiss LSM 510 Meta during 10 min time.

The latter, cell and mitochondria images both grayscale and color taken in

Nanobiolab of IZTECH using Olympus SC50 under various conditions. Some images

were direct output of microscopy in raw tiff format with 512x512 pixels and 2560x1920

pixels and some are extracted from timelapse videos recorded by splitting 0.4 second

frames of the video and adjusting the changing brightness and the contrast.

4.2 Data Augmentation and Transformation

The performance and the accuracy of deep learning models depend on the

dataset size and quality. However, it is hard to acquire such a number of medical

images. Therefore, we made use of two enhancement methods; former is training the

model on cell segmentation and fine tune it with mitochondria images in hand and the

latter is enlarging the dataset and increasing the variations by using data augmentation

techniques like zooming, rotating in x, y, z axis, mirroring, shearing and changing

brightness.

Histogram equalization techniques (specifically Adaptive Histogram

Equalization (AHE) and Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE))

were tried in the pre-processing phase. Although histogram equalization is a common

and useful technique, a more advanced approach was required in challenging images

like microscopic images of cells and sub-cellular structures. AHE is, on the other hand,

differentiates from the ordinary histogram equalization in the way that it computes
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several histograms, each of which corresponds to a different section of the image, and

uses these histograms to adjust the lightness effectively. We used the enhanced form of

AHE alongside our signature noise reduction algorithm.

Our custom noise reduction method was used through the elimination of the low

pixels with the brightness lower than 1/e of the max value of each image, making

grayscale pixels normalized between 0-254 by dividing and reshaping the arrays that

form the image. This method makes it substantially easier to differentiate between

background pixels and cell pixels. Finally, all the arrays were resized to 512x512 to

preserve the original image format.

Both silver truth and ground truth annotations are used for training, test, and

validation. Ground truth images are the ones segmented and annotated manually by lab

researchers whereas silver truth ones are the publicly available outputs of open cell

segmentation competitions like cell tracking challenge network, and handpicked

successful segmentation results of conventional algorithms like Watershed and Suzuki

algorithms, which are also used by OpenCV finding contours and segmentation.
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CHAPTER 5

EVALUATION

Experiments, results, discussion, and threats to validity are explained in this

section.

5.1. Experiments and Results

Computer Hardware specifications are listed in Table 1. Same hardware used for

data augmentation, image processing, training, validation and test processes.

Table 1. Computer Hardware Specifications

CPU Intel® Coffee Lake Core™ i7-9750H 12MB L3; 2.6GHz > 4.5GHz
GPU nVIDIA® GeForce® GTX1050 DX12 3GB GDDR5
RAM 16GB DDR4L 1.2V 2666MHz SODIMM
Disk 256GB SAMSUNG PM981a M.2 SSD PCIe 3.0 x4

Software platforms and tools are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Software Platform and Tools

Ubuntu 20.04 Linux Operating System
Python 3.8 Programming Language all implementations are done
PyCharm IDE Editor and Integrated Development Environment
CUDA 11 CUDA is a GPU computing SDK for nVidia graphic cards
Tensorflow Open-source ML platform provided by Google
Keras API library used as an interface for Tensorflow
NumPy Mathematical functions library for scientific computing
OpenCV Open-source computer vision library used for image processing
Sckit-Image Open-source image processing library

Developing a machine learning platform requires a large amount of software. It

was our purpose to develop this platform with open-source software. The software

environment used was Ubuntu Linux 20.04, Python 3.8, PyCharm IDE, Tensorflow,

Keras, NumPy, OpenCV and Sckit-Image. Python 3.8 and PyCharm IDE were chosen

as the primary development platform. Tensorflow and Keras libraries have been used to

perform model development, training, validation, testing and other deep learning tasks.
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The most important criteria for choosing Tensorflow can be listed as that it is widely

used in deep-learning processes and has capabilities suitable for this study's goals. It

was also preferable that it was quite easy to find examples and research on machine

learning and deep learning applied using Tensorflow. Keras was used since it provides

easy access to Tensorflow features in Python, enabling better and more efficient use of

features. The Sckit-Image and OpenCV image processing libraries were other tools used

for image processing tasks, including pre-processing and post-processing of images.

A classical approach based on the Suzuki and Watershed algorithm used as a

baseline for comparison. To research the best possible outcomes many alternative

configurations of the proposed model are tested. Hyper parameters, optimization and

loss functions, and pre-processing methods are tested against each other in various

combinations. The results of best performing four configurations and the baseline

configuration with Suzuki and Watershed are listed as follows:

Table 3. Configuration and results comparison

Classical Methods Preprocessing: Noise Reduction + CLAHE
Suzuki-Watershed R1mean (IoU) 73.50%

R2mean (Dice) 86.50%

Config 1: Preprocessing: Adaptive Histogram Equalization

Loss:
softmax_cross_entropy -
sigmoid_focal_crossentropy

R1mean (IoU) 74.10%
R2mean (Dice) 88.40%

Config 2: Preprocessing: Noise Reduction + AHE
Loss: categorical_crossentropy
R1mean (IoU) 88.20%
R2mean (Dice) 92.00%

Config 3: Preprocessing: Noise Reduction + CLAHE

Loss:
softmax_cross_entropy -
categorical_crossentropy

R1mean (IoU) 88.40%
R2mean (Dice) 92.10%

cont. on the next page
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cont. of Table 3

Config 4: Preprocessing: Noise Reduction + CLAHE

Loss:
categorical_crossentropy -
softmax_cross_entropy

R1mean (IoU) 89.60%
R2mean (Dice) 93.40%

All other combinations were ignored due to incomparably bad results. Following

observations directed the selection of best performing configurations:

● All trials without up sampling yielded worse results compared to models using

up sampling.

● DropOut ratio = 0.1 yielded best results compared to alternative values tried 0 -

0.05 - 0.15 - 0.2.

● Adam outperformed RMSProp and SGD as the optimization function in all

combinations.

● Learning Rate 0.0001 (1e-4) was the best in terms of convergence and not

overfitting among other values 0.001 (1e-3) and 0.00001 (1e-5).

● All combinations for 1st and 2nd U-Net models with loss functions

binary_cross_entropy - categorical_cross_entropy - softmax_cross_entropy

- sigmoid_cross_entropy.

● No preprocessing and preprocessing with only histogram equalization

configurations yielded worse results.

Individual results of each image in the test dataset can be found in APPENDIX

A section for each configuration.

MitoML outputs segmented region count, region area sizes and total potential as

an additional info for each input image. An output file generated for each individual

input image containing information like below:

Region Count: 23 - Region Areas (in Pixels): [203, 6, 115, 85, 50, 22, 285, 19,

25, 19, 11, 63, 106, 110, 175, 120, 213, 54, 75, 183, 208, 130, 36] - Region Potential:

216,314 (Region Potential value is the sum of light intensity the pixel values between 0

and 254.)
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As shown in Table 3, configuration 4 yielded the best results with mean

accuracy of 89.60% and 93.40% according to IoU and Dice metrics, respectively. In this

configuration, we used noise reduction and CLAHE in the pre-processing phase.

Categorical cross entropy is used as the loss function in the first U-Net model. On the

other hand, softmax cross entropy was chosen for the second U-Net model since it

yielded better results. We used 0.1 as the drop out ratio and Adam optimizer with

learning rate 1-e4 for this configuration just like all other alternatives.

5.2. Discussion

In this study, the principal aim was to develop a platform for lab researchers to

help them easily quantify and analyze effects of their test designs by measuring the

status of mitochondrial networks. This process involves capturing images or videos to

be split into time series frames later. In these captured images, segmenting and labeling

the mitochondria are done manually. Alternatively, sometimes this process may be

semi-automated by using conventional image processing tools. As the last step, the

regions are counted and region potentials are measured based on pixel brightness values

using image processing tools. When a video is in question, calculating the effects and

change in time requires iteration of these steps for each video frame and comparison of

individual outcomes too. Obviously, this procedure requires trained eyes and a huge

amount of time. Moreover, it is always error prone and human dependent in any case

even with expensive proprietary tools.

There are many academic and commercial work in progress to ease the process

and increase the quality of the output in processing of microscopic images,

segmentation of objects in all kinds of medical images including, x-ray images,

mammography, MRI, tissues, cellular and even sub-cellular images. On the other hand,

commercial tools and academic research mostly focuses on cell segmentation, cell

tracking and only a small portion is on nucleus segmentation, but it is not common to

find intelligent systems trained for sub-cellular structures.

Apart from other objects, mitochondrial networks may have many various

forms, may change structure depending on the cell state or external environment. As

well as their variable network structure, mitochondria may lose their potential and fade
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away at different speeds during test leaving varying footprints in time series images or

videos. Different approaches in microscopy, using various hardware, lenses, dyes and

lasers or lights to illuminate objects in interest leads to the need for an adaptive system

that can carry out the same task for all these conditions and their different output

images.

Specific neural network structures are being trained and used for medical image

segmentation and interpretation but in general all needs a remarkably high number of

training images with all situations to train so that the resulting model can successfully

identify all possible test images later. Since this process, for almost all models, heavily

depends on supervised learning, it requires manual data processing to provide this

number of images for training which is a real big deal. This was a major problem for

this study too. Using GANs to generate additional data to be used in training to enrich

the dataset was one of the ways tried but it also requires remarkable time and effort to

design, implement and run such a system. Besides, results of such a system must be

validated before being used as an input for our original study, which is another line of

work and research itself.

Using data augmentation techniques like we did, is quite common in such cases

to enrich the datasets, generating possible different alternatives that may be encountered

during real life situations. They usually provide performance at better intercepting the

same objects and structures in different situations rather than identifying different

objects or morphologies of them. So, using data augmentation techniques like zooming,

stretching, rotating and changing contrast, brightness etc. has provided some variance.

So related works usually made use of similar techniques to enrich their limited data

similarly. But it is not enough to replace the need for bigger datasets naturally.

Besides using data augmentation techniques, making use of previously trained

neural networks on cell segmentation and fine tuning the models to perform better for

mitochondrial networks helped achieving better results with fewer data. This approach

was also included in our work to achieve better results with less data. One of the reasons

we chose U-Net architecture was its known success with fewer images in training too.

There is more research on “few shot learning” due to this widespread problem but it is

neither studied nor researched in this scope.
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Since this area is rather less explored and more challenging, it required

searching for better ways to achieve beneficial results and testing different approaches.

We achieved the presented results, after testing many structures with many

configuration parameter combinations. At the end of this research, using two U-net

architecture cascaded to each other with separate roles so with different optimum hyper

parameters, led to better segmentation results compared to publicly available common

tools and techniques. Pre-processing steps tried and chosen as effective played a

significant role in this success. Without proper noise reduction and contrast adjustment

techniques applied the results were not near these levels.

Since the neural networks have many hyper parameters, affecting the behavior in

training and evaluation radically, selection of optimization algorithms, loss functions,

learning rate, momentum, decay, drop out, up sampling, pooling, padding, batch size,

epoch and all the combinations to find the best scenario was a tiresome task took

considerable time and effort.

As a part of this work, a post phase implementation was carried out to make the

platform more beneficial for the potential users by helping them to analyze the results of

their tests. Calculating and presenting the region counts, borders and potentials of each

region was added to the platform even though these are not a part of deep learning

research but have a vital role making the research output practically usable.

When we inspected the results, we saw that the accuracy loss is mainly caused

by false negatives. There are almost no false positives at all. Mitochondria instances

with low potential values may be missed by the system when a very high potential

mitochondrial area is in close proximity. These results of the system seems to be

improved more by finding a solution to this accuracy loss.

5.3. Threats to Validity

Since the annotated data was limited in variety, we used silver truth images in

both training and validation. The rest of the training was based on self-supervised

approaches. Given that neural networks require rich datasets; this shortcoming may

pose a threat to the data reliability of the results.

On the other hand, ground truth images, the most trustworthy base of CNN’s

training, eventually an output of some human workers. Since we are not certain about
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the ability of these people, it may be a risk parameter for validity if they are not

dexterous at manually annotating mitochondria in cell images. Considering there may

be a few hundred to a few thousand mitochondria in a single cell, it is obviously an

error prone task for any human.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis focused on analysis of mitochondria in live cells with the help of

machine learning. We scrutinized similar attempts, related work, designed a scaffold

structure composed of two U-net CNNs, trained and tested with various configurations

until reaching the success level that makes the platform usable in daily life.

Separately configured two U-net networks perform very well when used in a

cascaded form for region proposal and segmentation supported by CLAHE

pre-processing and watershed post-processing methods. Using pre-trained models,

making use of transfer learning and reinforcement learning helped to reach achieved

results with considerably small data set in hand. In any case, limitations on the variety

of data that can be acquired and the power of the processing hardware platform

restricted the tried parameter and model structure alternatives.

These results can be improved by repeating the work with larger and richer data

sets and a more powerful hardware platform in relation to this within the extended

period. We strongly believe that success metrics can be increased with better hyper

parameter tuning with larger and richer datasets. Instead of starting with cell tracking

models and evolving them to be used on mitochondria network detection, training the

models from the scratch with directly mitochondria images both 2D and 3D may yield

much better results for the purpose of this thesis.

To improve the achievement of this study mode, it would be also a good idea to

train our CNN structure with much more detailed but in vitro EM images hoping to

teach the neural networks better understanding of the cell organelles.

It is also possible to conduct extensive tests on in vivo cells under controlled

conditions to monitor the reactions of healthy and ill cells. Annotate certain reactions to

let the platform learn how to identify cell types by monitoring the mitochondria

changes. This way MitoML platform can be enhanced to be used for diagnosis

purposes.
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Initial purpose and the scope of this thesis is to devise and develop a platform to

identify segment and quantify mitochondria in live cells, but it can be improved to be

used to work on tissue or other biomedical images.
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APPENDIX A

DATASET RESULTS

Table 4. Individual test results of configuration 1

Individual File Results IoU Dice
./Mito01/results03/mask000.tif 71.10% 87.10%
./Mito01/results03/mask001.tif 71.90% 86.80%
./Mito01/results03/mask002.tif 73.60% 87.40%
./Mito01/results03/mask003.tif 72.70% 86.20%
./Mito01/results03/mask004.tif 74.20% 86.70%
./Mito01/results03/mask005.tif 69.20% 85.10%
./Mito01/results03/mask006.tif 71.60% 87.50%
./Mito01/results03/mask007.tif 69.70% 85.30%
./Mito01/results03/mask008.tif 72.30% 86.90%
./Mito01/results03/mask009.tif 70.50% 85.40%
./Mito01/results03/mask010.tif 65.50% 84.70%
./Mito01/results03/mask011.tif 68.50% 85.30%
./Mito01/results03/mask012.tif 71.00% 87.60%
./Mito01/results03/mask013.tif 65.80% 85.30%
./Mito01/results03/mask014.tif 72.30% 86.60%
./Mito01/results03/mask015.tif 69.50% 86.30%
./Mito01/results03/mask016.tif 70.80% 87.10%
./Mito01/results03/mask017.tif 70.80% 86.10%
./Mito01/results03/mask018.tif 70.30% 87.60%
./Mito01/results03/mask019.tif 69.20% 86.60%
./Mito01/results03/mask020.tif 70.30% 87.60%
./Mito01/results03/mask021.tif 65.00% 84.50%
./Mito01/results03/mask022.tif 70.50% 86.80%
./Mito01/results03/mask023.tif 71.40% 87.60%
./Mito01/results03/mask024.tif 70.50% 87.60%
./Mito01/results03/mask025.tif 73.20% 88.50%
./Mito01/results03/mask026.tif 74.20% 87.70%
./Mito01/results03/mask027.tif 77.20% 88.30%
./Mito01/results03/mask028.tif 77.00% 89.60%
./Mito01/results03/mask029.tif 76.20% 88.40%
./Mito01/results03/mask030.tif 76.40% 88.60%

cont. on the next page
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cont. of Table 4

./Mito01/results03/mask031.tif 75.40% 88.70%

./Mito01/results03/mask032.tif 74.20% 88.60%

./Mito01/results03/mask033.tif 76.10% 88.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask034.tif 77.20% 88.70%

./Mito01/results03/mask035.tif 77.60% 88.60%

./Mito01/results03/mask036.tif 72.80% 87.40%

./Mito01/results03/mask037.tif 77.40% 89.40%

./Mito01/results03/mask038.tif 78.10% 89.20%

./Mito01/results03/mask039.tif 75.70% 89.20%

./Mito01/results03/mask040.tif 74.50% 88.00%

./Mito01/results03/mask041.tif 76.50% 88.90%

./Mito01/results03/mask042.tif 77.80% 89.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask043.tif 76.60% 88.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask044.tif 76.00% 88.80%

./Mito01/results03/mask045.tif 78.10% 89.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask046.tif 78.00% 89.20%

./Mito01/results03/mask047.tif 77.40% 89.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask048.tif 76.90% 88.40%

./Mito01/results03/mask049.tif 78.50% 88.90%

./Mito01/results03/mask050.tif 77.80% 89.00%

./Mito01/results03/mask051.tif 75.10% 88.40%

./Mito01/results03/mask052.tif 76.40% 88.90%

./Mito01/results03/mask053.tif 78.50% 89.00%

./Mito01/results03/mask054.tif 79.50% 88.10%

./Mito01/results03/mask055.tif 78.00% 89.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask056.tif 78.20% 88.20%

./Mito01/results03/mask057.tif 75.40% 88.40%

./Mito01/results03/mask058.tif 76.40% 87.90%

./Mito01/results03/mask059.tif 76.10% 87.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask060.tif 73.90% 87.10%

./Mito01/results03/mask061.tif 74.90% 87.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask062.tif 70.40% 88.10%

./Mito01/results03/mask063.tif 74.60% 88.90%

./Mito01/results03/mask064.tif 74.20% 89.00%

./Mito01/results03/mask065.tif 75.10% 89.20%

./Mito01/results03/mask066.tif 72.40% 89.80%

./Mito01/results03/mask067.tif 73.70% 89.40%

./Mito01/results03/mask068.tif 74.50% 90.70%
cont. on the next page
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cont. of Table 4

./Mito01/results03/mask069.tif 74.30% 90.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask070.tif 75.10% 91.10%

./Mito01/results03/mask071.tif 73.10% 91.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask072.tif 74.50% 91.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask073.tif 74.50% 90.80%

./Mito01/results03/mask074.tif 74.40% 90.70%

./Mito01/results03/mask075.tif 75.10% 91.10%

./Mito01/results03/mask076.tif 73.00% 90.60%

./Mito01/results03/mask077.tif 76.10% 90.80%

./Mito01/results03/mask078.tif 75.50% 90.00%

./Mito01/results03/mask079.tif 75.20% 90.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask080.tif 76.80% 90.00%

./Mito01/results03/mask081.tif 78.00% 91.00%

./Mito01/results03/mask082.tif 76.20% 91.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask083.tif 73.90% 90.40%

Table 5. Individual test results of configuration 2

Individual File Results IoU Dice
./Mito01/results03/mask000.tif 71.10% 87.10%
./Mito01/results03/mask001.tif 71.90% 86.80%
./Mito01/results03/mask002.tif 73.60% 87.40%
./Mito01/results03/mask003.tif 72.70% 86.20%
./Mito01/results03/mask004.tif 74.20% 86.70%
./Mito01/results03/mask005.tif 69.20% 85.10%
./Mito01/results03/mask006.tif 71.60% 87.50%
./Mito01/results03/mask007.tif 69.70% 85.30%
./Mito01/results03/mask008.tif 72.30% 86.90%
./Mito01/results03/mask009.tif 70.50% 85.40%
./Mito01/results03/mask010.tif 65.50% 84.70%
./Mito01/results03/mask011.tif 68.50% 85.30%
./Mito01/results03/mask012.tif 71.00% 87.60%
./Mito01/results03/mask013.tif 65.80% 85.30%
./Mito01/results03/mask014.tif 72.30% 86.60%
./Mito01/results03/mask015.tif 69.50% 86.30%
./Mito01/results03/mask016.tif 70.80% 87.10%
./Mito01/results03/mask017.tif 70.80% 86.10%
./Mito01/results03/mask018.tif 70.30% 87.60%

cont. on the next page
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cont. of Table 5

./Mito01/results01/mask019.tif 86.40% 92.10%

./Mito01/results01/mask020.tif 84.70% 91.50%

./Mito01/results01/mask021.tif 85.10% 90.70%

./Mito01/results01/mask022.tif 85.30% 91.60%

./Mito01/results01/mask023.tif 86.50% 91.10%

./Mito01/results01/mask024.tif 86.80% 91.20%

./Mito01/results01/mask025.tif 87.70% 92.20%

./Mito01/results01/mask026.tif 87.20% 91.80%

./Mito01/results01/mask027.tif 88.30% 91.70%

./Mito01/results01/mask028.tif 88.10% 91.90%

./Mito01/results01/mask029.tif 87.10% 91.70%

./Mito01/results01/mask030.tif 91.80% 92.60%

./Mito01/results01/mask031.tif 92.40% 92.40%

./Mito01/results01/mask032.tif 90.20% 92.40%

./Mito01/results01/mask033.tif 91.00% 91.70%

./Mito01/results01/mask034.tif 88.50% 91.90%

./Mito01/results01/mask035.tif 90.30% 91.90%

./Mito01/results01/mask036.tif 88.40% 92.00%

./Mito01/results01/mask037.tif 90.30% 92.60%

./Mito01/results01/mask038.tif 89.90% 92.30%

./Mito01/results01/mask039.tif 91.60% 92.10%

./Mito01/results01/mask040.tif 90.40% 91.80%

./Mito01/results01/mask041.tif 91.50% 92.30%

./Mito01/results01/mask042.tif 91.90% 92.30%

./Mito01/results01/mask043.tif 91.40% 91.90%

./Mito01/results01/mask044.tif 91.20% 92.00%

./Mito01/results01/mask045.tif 90.70% 92.00%

./Mito01/results01/mask046.tif 91.50% 92.30%

./Mito01/results01/mask047.tif 93.00% 92.00%

./Mito01/results01/mask048.tif 91.60% 92.10%

./Mito01/results01/mask049.tif 91.20% 92.50%

./Mito01/results01/mask050.tif 91.50% 92.40%

./Mito01/results01/mask051.tif 91.10% 92.30%

./Mito01/results01/mask052.tif 89.10% 92.10%

./Mito01/results01/mask053.tif 90.70% 92.40%

./Mito01/results01/mask054.tif 90.80% 91.30%

./Mito01/results01/mask055.tif 91.80% 91.50%

./Mito01/results01/mask056.tif 92.10% 91.60%
cont. on the next page
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cont. of Table 5

./Mito01/results01/mask057.tif 90.00% 92.00%

./Mito01/results01/mask058.tif 90.90% 91.80%

./Mito01/results01/mask059.tif 88.90% 91.00%

./Mito01/results01/mask060.tif 88.10% 91.30%

./Mito01/results01/mask061.tif 88.30% 91.50%

./Mito01/results01/mask062.tif 85.50% 92.20%

./Mito01/results01/mask063.tif 90.40% 92.60%

./Mito01/results01/mask064.tif 90.10% 92.70%

./Mito01/results01/mask065.tif 88.50% 92.40%

./Mito01/results01/mask066.tif 88.10% 92.90%

./Mito01/results01/mask067.tif 90.80% 93.20%

./Mito01/results01/mask068.tif 86.50% 93.40%

./Mito01/results01/mask069.tif 88.40% 93.40%

./Mito01/results01/mask070.tif 87.80% 93.70%

./Mito01/results01/mask071.tif 88.60% 93.70%

./Mito01/results01/mask072.tif 88.90% 94.00%

./Mito01/results01/mask073.tif 89.50% 93.80%

./Mito01/results01/mask074.tif 90.90% 93.80%

./Mito01/results01/mask075.tif 91.90% 93.90%

./Mito01/results01/mask076.tif 88.20% 93.60%

./Mito01/results01/mask077.tif 89.70% 93.60%

./Mito01/results01/mask078.tif 88.50% 93.20%

./Mito01/results01/mask079.tif 87.60% 93.30%

./Mito01/results01/mask080.tif 91.30% 93.30%

./Mito01/results01/mask081.tif 88.70% 93.60%

./Mito01/results01/mask082.tif 88.80% 93.90%

./Mito01/results01/mask083.tif 88.80% 93.30%

Table 6. Individual test results of configuration 3

Individual File Results IoU Dice
./Mito01/results02/mask000.tif 86.10% 90.40%
./Mito01/results02/mask001.tif 86.70% 90.60%
./Mito01/results02/mask002.tif 85.10% 90.60%
./Mito01/results02/mask003.tif 85.60% 90.70%
./Mito01/results02/mask004.tif 81.00% 90.70%
./Mito01/results02/mask005.tif 82.90% 89.90%
./Mito01/results02/mask006.tif 86.90% 91.50%
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./Mito01/results02/mask007.tif 83.00% 90.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask008.tif 81.60% 90.50%

./Mito01/results02/mask009.tif 80.50% 90.30%

./Mito01/results02/mask010.tif 80.50% 89.80%

./Mito01/results02/mask011.tif 80.00% 90.10%

./Mito01/results02/mask012.tif 86.00% 91.40%

./Mito01/results02/mask013.tif 80.40% 90.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask014.tif 82.50% 91.00%

./Mito01/results02/mask015.tif 87.60% 91.20%

./Mito01/results02/mask016.tif 88.60% 91.30%

./Mito01/results02/mask017.tif 87.10% 91.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask018.tif 82.40% 90.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask019.tif 86.70% 92.20%

./Mito01/results02/mask020.tif 85.40% 91.50%

./Mito01/results02/mask021.tif 85.40% 91.40%

./Mito01/results02/mask022.tif 86.30% 91.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask023.tif 87.60% 91.30%

./Mito01/results02/mask024.tif 86.90% 91.80%

./Mito01/results02/mask025.tif 88.30% 91.80%

./Mito01/results02/mask026.tif 87.70% 91.90%

./Mito01/results02/mask027.tif 89.00% 91.80%

./Mito01/results02/mask028.tif 88.10% 92.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask029.tif 87.90% 91.80%

./Mito01/results02/mask030.tif 92.70% 92.20%

./Mito01/results02/mask031.tif 92.10% 92.80%

./Mito01/results02/mask032.tif 89.60% 93.10%

./Mito01/results02/mask033.tif 90.10% 92.60%

./Mito01/results02/mask034.tif 88.20% 92.30%

./Mito01/results02/mask035.tif 90.20% 92.00%

./Mito01/results02/mask036.tif 90.10% 91.60%

./Mito01/results02/mask037.tif 90.80% 92.60%

./Mito01/results02/mask038.tif 90.60% 91.90%

./Mito01/results02/mask039.tif 90.40% 92.60%

./Mito01/results02/mask040.tif 91.40% 92.40%

./Mito01/results02/mask041.tif 91.90% 92.30%

./Mito01/results02/mask042.tif 92.50% 92.40%

./Mito01/results02/mask043.tif 91.50% 92.00%

./Mito01/results02/mask044.tif 92.50% 92.10%
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./Mito01/results02/mask045.tif 90.40% 92.50%

./Mito01/results02/mask046.tif 91.60% 92.30%

./Mito01/results02/mask047.tif 92.30% 92.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask048.tif 91.30% 92.50%

./Mito01/results02/mask049.tif 91.70% 92.50%

./Mito01/results02/mask050.tif 92.20% 92.50%

./Mito01/results02/mask051.tif 91.80% 92.40%

./Mito01/results02/mask052.tif 89.60% 92.20%

./Mito01/results02/mask053.tif 91.10% 92.50%

./Mito01/results02/mask054.tif 90.50% 91.80%

./Mito01/results02/mask055.tif 92.10% 92.10%

./Mito01/results02/mask056.tif 91.40% 92.10%

./Mito01/results02/mask057.tif 89.40% 92.10%

./Mito01/results02/mask058.tif 91.10% 91.80%

./Mito01/results02/mask059.tif 88.50% 91.60%

./Mito01/results02/mask060.tif 88.70% 91.30%

./Mito01/results02/mask061.tif 88.80% 91.60%

./Mito01/results02/mask062.tif 85.90% 92.30%

./Mito01/results02/mask063.tif 90.50% 92.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask064.tif 89.90% 92.50%

./Mito01/results02/mask065.tif 89.10% 92.50%

./Mito01/results02/mask066.tif 88.20% 93.00%

./Mito01/results02/mask067.tif 91.20% 93.00%

./Mito01/results02/mask068.tif 87.10% 93.50%

./Mito01/results02/mask069.tif 88.70% 93.40%

./Mito01/results02/mask070.tif 88.00% 93.80%

./Mito01/results02/mask071.tif 88.80% 93.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask072.tif 89.50% 94.10%

./Mito01/results02/mask073.tif 90.30% 93.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask074.tif 91.70% 93.90%

./Mito01/results02/mask075.tif 91.00% 93.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask076.tif 89.10% 93.50%

./Mito01/results02/mask077.tif 89.30% 93.80%

./Mito01/results02/mask078.tif 87.90% 93.00%

./Mito01/results02/mask079.tif 86.30% 93.20%

./Mito01/results02/mask080.tif 91.80% 93.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask081.tif 89.00% 93.50%

./Mito01/results02/mask082.tif 88.30% 93.70%

./Mito01/results02/mask083.tif 89.00% 93.30%
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Table 7. Individual test results of configuration 4

Individual File Results IoU Dice
./Mito01/results03/mask000.tif 84.90% 92.00%
./Mito01/results03/mask001.tif 86.30% 91.20%
./Mito01/results03/mask002.tif 85.40% 90.80%
./Mito01/results03/mask003.tif 85.60% 90.80%
./Mito01/results03/mask004.tif 80.60% 90.80%
./Mito01/results03/mask005.tif 82.20% 90.80%
./Mito01/results03/mask006.tif 85.80% 91.50%
./Mito01/results03/mask007.tif 83.00% 90.30%
./Mito01/results03/mask008.tif 81.40% 91.00%
./Mito01/results03/mask009.tif 80.60% 90.20%
./Mito01/results03/mask010.tif 80.20% 89.90%
./Mito01/results03/mask011.tif 79.90% 90.50%
./Mito01/results03/mask012.tif 86.10% 91.50%
./Mito01/results03/mask013.tif 80.30% 90.40%
./Mito01/results03/mask014.tif 82.60% 91.20%
./Mito01/results03/mask015.tif 87.60% 91.40%
./Mito01/results03/mask016.tif 89.10% 91.50%
./Mito01/results03/mask017.tif 86.90% 91.80%
./Mito01/results03/mask018.tif 87.30% 91.70%
./Mito01/results03/mask019.tif 87.40% 92.40%
./Mito01/results03/mask020.tif 85.70% 91.60%
./Mito01/results03/mask021.tif 88.60% 91.70%
./Mito01/results03/mask022.tif 86.50% 91.80%
./Mito01/results03/mask023.tif 87.50% 92.00%
./Mito01/results03/mask024.tif 86.80% 91.90%
./Mito01/results03/mask025.tif 88.50% 92.10%
./Mito01/results03/mask026.tif 87.70% 92.30%
./Mito01/results03/mask027.tif 88.70% 92.50%
./Mito01/results03/mask028.tif 88.20% 92.50%
./Mito01/results03/mask029.tif 87.90% 92.00%
./Mito01/results03/mask030.tif 92.80% 93.40%
./Mito01/results03/mask031.tif 91.00% 93.20%
./Mito01/results03/mask032.tif 89.70% 92.90%
./Mito01/results03/mask033.tif 89.40% 92.70%
./Mito01/results03/mask034.tif 87.80% 92.40%
./Mito01/results03/mask035.tif 88.90% 92.50%
./Mito01/results03/mask036.tif 90.00% 91.90%
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./Mito01/results03/mask037.tif 90.90% 92.70%

./Mito01/results03/mask038.tif 90.60% 92.00%

./Mito01/results03/mask039.tif 90.90% 92.60%

./Mito01/results03/mask040.tif 91.20% 92.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask041.tif 92.00% 92.90%

./Mito01/results03/mask042.tif 92.30% 92.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask043.tif 91.80% 92.10%

./Mito01/results03/mask044.tif 92.40% 92.20%

./Mito01/results03/mask045.tif 90.60% 92.60%

./Mito01/results03/mask046.tif 91.60% 92.40%

./Mito01/results03/mask047.tif 92.40% 92.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask048.tif 91.50% 92.60%

./Mito01/results03/mask049.tif 91.60% 94.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask050.tif 92.20% 92.60%

./Mito01/results03/mask051.tif 91.80% 92.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask052.tif 89.70% 92.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask053.tif 91.40% 92.70%

./Mito01/results03/mask054.tif 90.50% 92.20%

./Mito01/results03/mask055.tif 90.30% 93.00%

./Mito01/results03/mask056.tif 91.40% 92.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask057.tif 88.50% 92.80%

./Mito01/results03/mask058.tif 90.80% 92.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask059.tif 88.70% 92.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask060.tif 88.50% 91.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask061.tif 88.60% 92.10%

./Mito01/results03/mask062.tif 86.50% 92.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask063.tif 91.20% 92.90%

./Mito01/results03/mask064.tif 90.30% 92.90%

./Mito01/results03/mask065.tif 88.90% 92.60%

./Mito01/results03/mask066.tif 89.60% 93.40%

./Mito01/results03/mask067.tif 90.80% 93.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask068.tif 86.90% 93.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask069.tif 88.50% 93.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask070.tif 87.90% 93.90%

./Mito01/results03/mask071.tif 88.90% 93.80%

./Mito01/results03/mask072.tif 89.20% 94.30%

./Mito01/results03/mask073.tif 90.30% 93.70%

./Mito01/results03/mask074.tif 91.30% 94.10%
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./Mito01/results03/mask075.tif 91.00% 93.80%

./Mito01/results03/mask076.tif 88.30% 93.70%

./Mito01/results03/mask077.tif 89.10% 93.90%

./Mito01/results03/mask078.tif 88.20% 93.10%

./Mito01/results03/mask079.tif 87.10% 93.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask080.tif 91.70% 93.80%

./Mito01/results03/mask081.tif 88.20% 93.80%

./Mito01/results03/mask082.tif 88.60% 93.90%

./Mito01/results03/mask083.tif 88.20% 93.60%

./Mito01/results03/mask075.tif 91.00% 93.80%

./Mito01/results03/mask076.tif 88.30% 93.70%

./Mito01/results03/mask077.tif 89.10% 93.90%

./Mito01/results03/mask078.tif 88.20% 93.10%

./Mito01/results03/mask079.tif 87.10% 93.50%

./Mito01/results03/mask080.tif 91.70% 93.80%

./Mito01/results03/mask081.tif 88.20% 93.80%

./Mito01/results03/mask082.tif 88.60% 93.90%
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